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WHENEVER a compact complex manifold admits a holomorphic vector field without zeros, 
then all of its characteristic numbers vanish. One may ask: do the characteristic numbers of a 
compact complex manifold also vanish if the manifold carries a nonvanishing holomorphic 
one form? In fact, the answer to this question is in general ‘no’ in dimensions greater than 
two. In this note we will show that the characteristic numbers c,* and c2 of a compact 
complex surface admitting a nonvanishing holomorphic one form do vanish and we will give 
a large class of examples of compact manifolds which have nonvanishing holomorphic one 
forms for which cl” # 0. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for suggesting an improved version of the 
proof of the theorem. 
51. SURFACES ADMITTING KONVANISHIXG ONE FOR&IS 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let X be a compact complex surface admitting a holomorphic one form o with- 
out zeros. Then the characteristic numbers c2 and c, ’ of X both vanish. If moreover the geometric 
genus ps of X vanishes, then X submerses onto its albanese variety. 
Proof. If the geometric genus of X vanishes, that is, if X has no nontrivial holomorphic 
two forms, then it follows simply that h ‘*O = 1 Consequently, the albanese variety of X is . 
either trivial or a complex torus of dimension one. In the latter case, the jacoby map of X 
has differential w and hence is, in either case, a submersion. 
Suppose now that X is any compact complex surface admitting a nonvanishing holo- 
morphic one form w, and let TX denote the holomorphic tangent bundle of X. Wefirst assert 
that X contains no nonsingular rational curve C with self intersection number C2 < 0. To 
see this note that w defines a foliation ker w of X via the exact sequence of vector bundles 
on X 
0 ---* ker w -+ T,y -+ r -+ 0 
where T denotes the trivial line bundle. Clearly. any nonsingular rational curve C must be a 
compact leaf of ker o so by Reeb’s stability theorem [5, p. 1191 it follows that C2 = 0. In 
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particular, X is relatively minima1 in the sense that X has no exceptional curves of the first 
kind. 
Now assume that c,‘(X) # 0. It then follows from Kodaira’s classification that X is of 
genera1 type, since b,(X) # 0. 
Recall that a surface X is of general type if for sufficiently large m the pluricanonical 
map 
4, :x+ppm-l 
determined by a choice of basis of H”(X, O(mK)) is generically onto a surface; i.e. that 
dim, 4,,,(X) = 2. Here P, denotes the mth plurigenus P, = dim, H’(X, O(mK)). Since X 
has no nonsingular rational curves C with C2 = -2, a fundamental theorem on surfaces of 
genera1 type [l] implies that for sufficiently large m, the pluricanonical map 4, is an imbed- 
ding, and consequently the canonical bundle K of X is positive. Therefore, by Kodaira’s 
vanishing theorem H’(X, 0(A2r,)) is trivial. 
Consider next the Koszul complex of the form w. This is an exact sequence (since o is 
nonvanishing) of vector bundles on X 
O+A2Tx+Tx+z+0. (1.1) 
The cohomology exact sequence of (1.1) therefore contains the short exact sequence 
0 -+ P(X, 0( A=r,)) --) P(X, 0) --* P(X, C) -+ 0 (1.2) 
and this yields a contradiction. (A direct argument can be given as follows: the above 
sequence (1.2) implies that X supports a nonvanishing holomorphic vector field and this is 
impossible in view of the fact that cl*(X) # 0 [2].) This eliminates the possibility of surfaces 
of general type and thus proves the theorem. 
Another and completely different proof of the first assertion of the theorem can be 
based on Van de Ven’s inequality for the characteristic numbers of a complex surface [6]. 
52. EXAMPLES 
We now explicitly give an example of a holomorphic fibre bundle over a complex two 
torus with P’ as fibre for which cl3 # 0. The computation here is due to the referee. Let B be 
any abelian variety of dimension two and let D be a divisor on B with D2 # 0. Let rr : P -+ B 
be the projective bundle of E = r @ [D]. Then if r5-r denotes the Hopf bundle on P, and if 
r] denotes the bundle along the fibres of P, we have an exact sequence [3, $131 
O-+~-‘+n*(E)+~-‘~~-+O 
which combined with 
yields the relation 
O-+q+ Tp-+n*(Tg)+O 
Cl(P) = c,(q) = Cl(C 0 n*(E)). 
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But 
Ci(S 0 z*(E)) = 2c,(S) + c*(n*[D]) 
by [3], so a straightforward calculation shows that 
c*(P)3 = &,3(S) + 12clz(<)cl(7r*[D]) + 6c,(<)c,(ir*[D])’ 
= 8D” - 12D2 + 6D2 
hence ci3(P) # 0. 
= 202; 
More generally, if z is a compact Riemann surface of genus g, then one may form the 
nth symmetric product Z(n) of 2. For n sufficiently large, say n > 2g - 2, z(n) is a holomor- 
phic fibre bundle over the jacoby variety J(z) of z with Pm9 as fibre. Thus for sufficiently 
large n, z(n) admits g everywhere linearly independent holomorphic one forms. We will 
show here that at least for n and g even and n > 2g - 2 we have also cr(z(n))” # 0. 
Recall that the nth symmetric product of Z is defined as follows: let z” denote the nth 
Cartesian product of Z and observe that the symmetric group II, acts naturally on z” on the 
right. The nth symmetric product is the quotient space Z(n) = z”/ II, of this action and is a 
nonsingular projective algebraic variety. 
Following MacDonald [4] we give a brief description of the cohomology ring of 
Z(n) over C. In the first place, if TC : z” + i?(n) denotes the natural map, then 
n* : H*(Z(n), C) 2 H*(Z”, C)“n, 
the ring of invariants of the action of II, on H*(Z”, C). We may choose generators LYE, 
1 i i 5 2g, of H’(Z, C) so that cciczj = 0 unless i -j = _i: g and rit(i+g = p, where fi is a 
KaehIer class in H’(z, C). Now identifying H*(z”, C) with H*(Z, C)@“, we can define classes 
Clik = 1 @ ... Ocq@~~~Ol EW(Z”, C) 
#nk = lO...O~@..*@l EP(Z”, C) 
where ai and /3 appear in the kth factor. By (3.1) of [4], H*(Z”, C)nn is generated as a ring 
over C by the elements 
ri = c(i* + ... + CLin (1 I i52g) 
q=p1 +...+p,. 
Also for 1 I j I g, let cij = CT, <j+s. Then the image of the Chern class of Z(n) under rr* is 
(1 + ?/)“-2g+i fi (1 + q - Gi). 
i=l 
In particular 
7C*C,(_@Z)) = (Tl + 1 - g)‘] - Gl - ‘. ’ - Gg . 
We claim that if n andg are even and n > 2g - 2, then c,@(n))” # 0. For a typical monomial 
in the expansion of n*[c,(Z(n))]” is of the form Gli’ . . . Ggigqq where i, + . . . + i, + q = n. But 
by (5.4) of [41, 
GI 
il . . . 
Ggigqq = 
v if each ij is 0 or 1 
0 otherwise 
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Since n is even, it follows that each coefficient of a nonvanishing olii . . . ~~~~ qqis even. But 
in view of the fact that (n - g + 1) is odd. we get immediately that 
n*[c,(Z(n))l” i 0. 
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